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Learn Spanish Quick and Easy! If you are interested in learning Spanish quick and easy, then you

need to listen to this book! The problem with most phrase books is that they are teaching the wrong

phrases or at least uncommon phrases. This book is full of the most common phrases you will use

while speaking Spanish. In this book you will learn Spanish phrases about: Differences between

English & Spanish Basic Spanish lessons Numbers Time & date Family Directions Greetings Jobs

& education Hotels & lodging Feelings Eating, drinking, & nightlife Hobbies & sports Common

questions & answers Reacting to good news Clothing & appearance Problem solving The body

Airplanes & airports Sentence starters Shopping & negotiating Dating & personal relationships
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This book has been really helpful to me. I've always wanted to learn Spanish but didn't have the

time to study it from its very core so I grabbed this phrase book instead. I do know a bit of how it's

pronounced and read since I studied basics of Spanish when I was younger although I don't

remember most of it. lol. Anyway, this book can be really handy when you're going to areas with

Spanish people like that time I went to Spain for a business trip. I barely understood what they were

talking when they're not speaking English. With this book, I hope for that to not happen again.

As the title suggests this is The Beginners Guide to Learning the Most Common Spanish Phrases

Quick and Easy with everyday phrases that are very useful. if you are interested in learning a quick



list of phrases and words that will help you communicate, this is the book for you! I recommend it to

anyone just learning Spanish.

This is a very great guide to Spanish phrases. I have taken up couple of Spanish classes, and I can

say that this book can really help me refresh what I learned. It has direct translation from English

and even how you pronounce the words correctly. I may not be able to use them daily, but definitely

I can use these in the future. I am very confident to recommend this book.

Trying to learn Spanish is not really easy without a handbook. This book is the best handbook i

have read to learning Spanish. It started with the basics to learning Spanish and easy words,

learning pronunciations, grammars and so much more. I no longer need to bother or beat myself so

hard just trying to understand the language, as this book has given a step by step guide to

understanding Spanish and pronouncing words in the right way. There is so much to learn from this

book.

I purchased a Spanish phrase book, not a religious self help book! What was chapter 10 about

(chapter 13 in audible book)?? Titled "Taking control of your feelings". Rambling on for 10 minutes

about god, bible verses, our souls and feelings and going before the lord. Dear Carlos Sanchez, if

you want to write a christian self help book, do so, and title it accordingly, don't hide that crap in a

book people purchase to learn Spanish.

i found this book so much interesting and motivating to read. I was looking for a book that provides

an organized and logical introduction to the Spanish language. Likewise the style of writing was

easy to understand and precise. This book really seemed exciting to see me step by step how my

language is taught, this easy and explains steps and details. I liked the fact that it gives detailed

grammar information, including tips for better understanding and pronunciation. The author did a

great job.

IÃ¢Â€Â™ve been planning to visit Spain this coming October and I badly need a perfect guidebook

on how to learn some basic Spanish phrases so somehow I can communicate with the locals in

Spain. A friend of mine refers this book to me and upon checking it on  its looks very decent

thatÃ¢Â€Â™s why I have decided to purchase it. In this book you will learn a lot of easy Spanish

phrases in no time; the instructions and guidelines are so easy to understand! Carlos did a



remarkable job on creating a very well detailed guidebook like this and I commend him for that. It is

indeed a good read and I highly recommend it to everyone.

When I had my Spanish subject, I had a hard time learning the language considering that it was just

also a second language of my teacher. I was so eager to learn the language. When I saw this book,

looks like the interest has came to life again. It has direct translation and even on how to pronounce

the word correctly. With this book Spanish learning made easy.
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